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A comprehensive analysis of the global lubricant basestocks market
covering current and future supply and demand dynamics, pricing,
and manufacturing costs, this study helps identify opportunities and
challenges for industry stakeholders. This edition of the study also
includes an analysis of the impact of the growing shift toward
sustainability and electric vehicles on the basestocks market.

Regional Coverage:

• Africa and Middle East
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• South America
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REPORT BENEFITS
Subscribers to the study will receive an in-depth understanding of the current status of the
basestocks industry in terms of basestock supply, basestock application space and demand,
lubricant formulation trends, basestock pricing mechanism, inter-region trade, inter-material
competition, and manufacturing costs.
Subscribers will receive supply–demand
models for each trade region, which are an
invaluable tool for conducting “what-if” analyses
based on different assumptions on formulations,
viscosity grades and shifts, and overall lubricants
demand growth.

The study is a useful tool for sales, marketing,
finance, technology, and strategy personnel to
quickly learn the fundamentals of the basestock
business, understand lubricant basestock
requirements of the leading end-use markets,
and make business decisions.

METHODOLOGY
Kline’s approach places principal emphasis on primary research techniques to ensure that the
foundation of business intelligence and insight is accurate, current, and reliable. Building on
our 60-plus years in the business and leveraging our worldwide network of offices, our teams

of seasoned professionals draw upon pragmatic industrial and commercial experience to
understand and interpret global impacts and local perspectives. Our industry expertise is
elevated by technology and systematic data collection processes to deliver more predictive
and actionable data and insights.
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Kline is a leading global management consulting and market research firm offering the
complete spectrum of services. The firm has served the management consulting and market
research needs of organizations in the chemicals, materials, energy, life sciences, and
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